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Simon Fensholm is a young Danish painter. His artistic universe takes its beginning with human´s constant search for control in 
the uncontrollable context that it finds itself in. Intended or unintended. Fensholm´s paintings represent a search for a constructed 
authenticity alongside the controlled chaos, that permits us to stay afloat and vulnerable. They define and underline what it is that 
makes us the perishable creatures that we are. The works of art can be experienced as if they are expressive documentaristic ma-
nifestations which establish a collaborative and collective portrait of the Modern mankind and the time that we live in. A time where 
the understated fragility and poesy is felt just underneath the surface.
The viewer is placed between the perfect and the imperfect. Between melancholy and hope. Right where the fog´s grey ambiguity 
is  felt the most. Between abstraction and figuration. This is the place where one finds the poetic and silent blue narration alongside 
the feelings that we hardly can translate. 

”The paintings are like narrations from my inner self. A certain place inside my head where fantasy and all other thoughts can grow. 
A place where the impossible is possible and the possible a times seems to be very impossible.” / Simon Fensholm

Simon Fensholm is born in 1985 in Fredericia and lives and works in Copenhagen. He holds a degree from The Royal Danish 
Academy of Fine Arts, Department of Visual Design. His debut at the artscene came in 2015 with the Fall Exhibition at Den  Frie in 
Copenhagen. The year after he was selected to take part in the SPring show at Charlottenborg, Copenhagen.    
.
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